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Abstract

The emergence of human communication systems is typically investigated via 2 approaches with complementary strengths and weaknesses: naturalistic studies and computer simulations. This study was conducted with a method that combines these approaches. Pairs of participants played video games requiring communication. Members of a pair were physically separated but exchanged graphic signals through a medium that prevented the use of standard symbols (e.g., letters). Communication systems emerged and developed rapidly during the games, integrating the use of explicit signs with information implicitly available to players and silent behavior-coordinating procedures. The systems that emerged suggest 3 conclusions: (a) signs originate from different mappings; (b) sign systems develop parsimoniously; (c) sign forms are perceptually distinct, easy to produce, and tolerant to variations.
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1. Introduction

Human communication systems as we know them today are the end result of the complex processes that interleaved the cognitive abilities of many individuals, over many generations, into a socially shared set of conventional behaviors and artifacts (A. Clark, 1997; de Saussure, 1916/1983; Hutchins, 1995; Millikan, 1984, 2004; Tomasello, 1999; Wittgenstein, 1953). The scientific understanding of such complex processes would greatly benefit from direct observations of the emergence of human communication systems or, even better, from experiments that elucidate how these systems emerge and develop in the context of joint human activities. Unfortunately, however, a major obstacle has prevented this from happening, and that is that there are very few opportunities to observe directly the emergence of human communication systems. Established human communities have very little need to originate novel communication systems. For the most part, they acquire the systems in place for previous generations of users.

There are exceptions of course. They include pidgin communication systems that originate when members of two or more language communities need to communicate (e.g., Bickerton,
1981), sign languages created from scratch (Kegl, 1994), and homemade sign systems developed by deaf children interacting with hearing parents (Goldin-Meadow & Feldman, 1977; Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1998). However, these exceptions do not provide opportunities for experimental manipulation within the context in which the novel communication systems emerge and evolve.

An indirect method that permits experimental manipulation is provided by computer simulations of interactions among artificial agents. The latter line of research has offered important insights into how communication systems might emerge (e.g., Cangelosi & Parisi, 2001; Hurford, 1989; Kirby, 2002; Skyrms, 2002; Steels, 1997) and how they might evolve over time (e.g., Briscoe, 2000; R. Clark & Roberts, 1993; Hare & Elman, 1995). However, although current simulations are designed to model ever richer aspects of human communication (e.g., de Boer & Vogt, 1999; Hazlehurst & Hutchins, 1998; Oudeyer, in press; Steels, 1998), there remains a wide gulf in behavioral complexity between artificial agents and humans. In other words, drawing inferences from simulations to natural human phenomena is often problematic. The experimental study of human interactions during the emergence of a communication system would provide an ideal source of complementary knowledge to that provided by simulations.

To date, most experimental research on human communication has relied on one of two options: (a) methods that entail the use of natural languages (e.g., H. H. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994; Krauss & Weinheimer, 1964; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) and (b) methods that entail the use of artificial languages designed by the investigator (e.g., Christiansen, 2000; Hudson & Newport, 1999; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Yang & Givon, 1997). Pursuing these two options has provided substantial understanding of the processes that underlie the acquisition, the use, and the change over time of linguistic structures. However, because both options rely on preestablished languages, they tap into the processes that lead to the emergence of communication systems only indirectly. A method that introduces the complexity of human behavior into a controlled experimental setting, in the absence of preestablished human communication systems such as speaking and writing, would provide an opportunity to tap into the processes that lead to the emergence of communication more directly. This article describes a study conducted with a method that exhibits such features.

The article has two sections. The first section introduces the method used for the study, both in its basic idea and in the details of one specific implementation, Game 1. The second section presents two related studies conducted using the method: Studies 1A and 1B. Study 1A was conducted with Game 1 and 10 pairs of participants and focused on the emergence of communication systems. Study 1B was conducted with two modified versions of Game 1 (Games 2 and 3) and 8 of the successful pairs from Study 1A. Study 1B focused on the development of the communication systems that emerged during Study 1A.

2. Method

2.1. General idea

The general idea behind the method is the following. Two or more humans share the virtual environment of a multiplayer video game in which each player controls one agent.
Players do not know one another’s identity and play the game from different sites with interconnected computers. Success in the game critically depends on cooperation between the agents that, in turn, requires communication between the players. However, the use of standard communication systems such as speaking and writing is prevented, and the use of other preexisting means of communication such as pictorial representations or body language is minimized. In particular, players do not see each other and cannot use spoken language because they are not in acoustic contact. Only graphic communication is possible, but through a medium that prevents the use of common graphic symbols such as letters or numerals and minimizes the use of pictorial representations (e.g., drawings of humans). In other words, to reliably succeed in the game, players must converge onto a nonobvious way of using the graphic medium to extemporaneously set up a communication system. If this occurs, two opportunities arise for research. On the one side, the emergence of a human communication system becomes observable under conditions that can be manipulated. On the other side, if the players who generated the communication system play a different game in which the same communication medium is used, we may observe the development of the original communication system, due to repeated use and/or adjustments to new communicational demands.

2.2. An implementation of the idea: Game 1

Game 1 was a simple implementation of the general idea introduced previously. The game was played by pairs of participants, its environment was composed of four virtual rooms, and the cooperative task was reduced to the coordination of two moves.

2.2.1. Game setup

Two adults—henceforth Players A and B—participated in a real-time two-dimensional video game with interconnecting computers located at different sites (Fig. 1A).

Players A and B each used a computer keyboard to control the movements of an agent in a virtual environment composed of four intercommunicating rooms (Fig. 1B). Each room in the game was marked by a different icon (Fig. 1B). Players saw the environment one room at a time, the room in which their agent was currently located (Figs. 1C and 1D).

As an agent moved through one of the doors of the current room, the room that was displayed to the player controlling the agent changed according to the environment layout (Fig. 2). When both agents were in the same room, they were visible to both players (Fig. 2B); otherwise, a player had no direct visual information about the location of the other player’s agent (Fig. 2A).

2.2.2. Game logic

Players engaged in a cooperative game. At the beginning of each round of the game, the agents were located in two different rooms at random. The players’ goal was to bring the agents into the same room but limit each agent to a single change of room. If the two agents were not in the same room when players completed their moves, the round was lost. The end of the round was signaled to players by the change in score and the appearance of four squares at the corners of the room they were in (Fig. 2B). A new round started whenever both agents entered one of the squares, either in the same or in different rooms. This reset procedure gave the pair
Fig. 1. Overview of the basics of the game. (A) Experimental setup. (B) Game 1 map. (C) Player A’s view of the map. (D) Player B’s view of the map.

Fig. 2. A move in the game. (A) Agents are in different rooms. Player A’s agent (black dot) moves rightward from the triangle room. (B) Player A’s agent has passed through the doorway and found Player B’s agent (white dot) in the adjacent room. Notice that, when in the same room, players see the same display.
shared control over the game’s pace, allowing indefinite extensions of the time in between rounds. During this time, agents could freely move around the environment.

Chance-level performance in the game was 50% (see Box 1 for an explanation) and could be improved only if information about the location of the agents and/or the intended movements was communicated.

Once this occurred, however, the game reduced to an easy win. Players had a common score that was visible on both monitors (Fig. 1C). The score decreased by 1 point a min throughout the game. Also, the score decreased by 4 points for a loss and increased by 2 points for a win. Under these scoring conditions, chance-level performance led to a quick decrease in the score over time. The pair’s score was initially set at 50 points, and players were told that their goal was to achieve 100 points as soon as possible.3 If the score reached zero, it ceased to drop.

2.2.3. Communication medium

Players could not see or hear each other, but they could communicate by using a magnetic stylus on a small digitizing pad.4 The resultant tracings, relayed to the communication panels of both players (Fig. 3A), faded quickly (Fig. 3B). Moreover, whereas the horizontal component of the stylus’ motions directly controlled the horizontal component of the trace’s motion on the panel, the vertical component of the trace’s motion was independent of the stylus’ motions, moving with a constant downward drift (Fig. 3B).
The design of the communication medium reflected three main desiderata. One was to reproduce in the visual domain fundamental properties of spoken communication. In particular, signals quickly faded (Fig. 3B) and the relation between actions and their perceptual consequences was not straightforward (Fig. 3C). A second desideratum was to systematically prevent the use of common graphic symbols (e.g., letters or numerals) or direct pictorial representations (Fig. 3D). A third was to provide participants with a novel signal for which there was no preestablished dimension of variation for coding signs. That is, signals’ properties as diverse as amplitude, frequency, thickness, location on the panel, presence versus absence, and so forth, could all become dimensions of variation to distinguish signs.

3. Study

3.1. Study 1A: The emergence of communication systems

3.1.1. Procedure

Ten pairs of participants were recruited to play Game 1. Players in a pair played the game from different sites, they did not know each other’s identity, and precautions were taken to ensure that they did not discover each other’s identity before the end of the study.
Before playing the game players were briefly instructed (see Appendix A) and informed that their partners received the same instructions. Players did not have access to the map shown in Fig. 1B and did not know the transformations underlying the communication medium. However, they were encouraged to practice for a few minutes by exploring the environment and the communication medium before beginning to play the game. After the brief exploratory phase, players were encouraged to focus on the score as their primary goal in the game, and communication with the experimenter in the room was reduced to a minimum. However, players were asked to comment aloud about salient moments in their playing and were occasionally prompted by the experimenters to provide more details about their behavior or the behavior of their partner.

The score and the agents’ location were automatically and continuously recorded by the program that ran the game. On “solving” the game (i.e., on reaching a score of 100 points), players were tested in a separate session designed to assess the communication system developed by the pair (test session).

3.1.1. Test session. In the test session, players were asked to play the game for 10 min. For the first 5 min they played without the communication medium; then they played with it. The difference between the score obtained while the pair played in the presence of the communication medium (communication score [CS]) and the score obtained while the pair played without it (no-communication score [NCS]) estimated the benefits of communication.

After the test of the communication benefit, each player was asked to explain in detail the communication system the pair had developed, how the system was developed, and how it was used to solve the most common scenarios of the game (see Appendix B for details).

3.1.2. Results I: Communication systems emerge

A compact summary of performance in Study 1 is provided by Fig. 4. The figure depicts the changes in the cumulative scores of the pairs over time during the game. As shown by the figure, 9 pairs (Pairs 1–4 and 6–10) solved Game 1 within 3 hr of playing (mean time for solution 76 ± 46.5 min). In other words, communication systems emerged in a relatively reliable manner, and did so quickly.

Further inspection of the plots reveals that (a) converging on a communication system was not a trivial task, as exemplified by Pair 5’s failure; (b) the typical profile of the scores conformed to the profile expected on the basis of the game logic provided previously (see Section 2.2.2). In what follows (a) and (b) are discussed in some detail.

3.1.2.1. Convergence is not trivial. As shown in Fig. 4, Pair 5 was not able to solve the game. In particular, after more than 160 min of playing, Pair 5’s score approximated zero. At that point the study for the pair was terminated, primarily because one of the 2 players began showing signs of increasing frustration. The main problem for Pair 5 seemed to be that Player B used an inconsistent communication system. In fact, Player B had developed a system whereby the same sign could mean either the agent’s current location or the location the player intended to move the agent toward. Player B seemed not to realize that, without information about which meaning was intended, the signs were ambiguous and often followed the production of the sign for current room by leaving it, miscuing Player A. When Player A began using Player B’s signs consistently,
Player B suffered the consequences of the signs’ ambiguity, often making the wrong moves because of an erroneous interpretation of the signs. However, Player B did not make explicit efforts to change the situation and did not consider any of the many attempts to stabilize the signs’ meanings that Player A proposed. In other words, solving Game 1 is not a trivial matter.

Also, although Pair 6 solved Game 1 in 152 min, its involvement in the study was terminated after solution because Player A had to be repeatedly cued by the experimenter on how to play the game effectively. For example, at the beginning of the game Player A was convinced that the game was a matter of luck (“You cannot use your brain to decide; it’s luck”) and that players could not do much to improve the pair’s performance. In particular, Player A did not consider using the communication medium for most of the first hour of playing (“You can’t draw or do useful stuff with it”) and, when told that the presence of a partner was an important part of the game, began thinking that Player B was a confederate, who intentionally pursued loss in the game. Due to the repeated interference with the spontaneous behavior of the participant, the
measures of Pair 6’s performances are not comparable with the measures from other pairs and will not be considered in the rest of the analyses presented here.

3.1.2.2. The score accurately captures the presence or absence of communication. Inspection of Fig. 4 reveals a typical temporal pattern for the score: (a) It rapidly falls to zero at the beginning of the game (Pairs 1, 3–6, and 10); (b) it hovers around zero for some time (Pairs 1, 3–6, and 10); (c) it rapidly rises to 100 at the end of the game (Pairs 1–4 and 6–10). As observed by the experimenters, the sharp falls and the hovering around zero points were due to the fact that players were not able to communicate with each other, whereas the sharp rises corresponded to moments at which a communication system had begun to emerge. For the pairs that did not exhibit a sharp fall in score at the beginning (Pairs 2 and 7–9), a communication system emerged very early (see Section 3.1.3.2 for further details on these pairs). Taken together, these observations indicate that the solution to Game 1 critically hinges on communication.

The conclusion is confirmed by the analysis of the test session scores (Table 1). All pairs obtained a positive score in the presence of the communication medium, whereas only 2 pairs managed to avoid a negative score in its absence. All pairs exhibited a positive difference between CS and NCS, and the overall difference between CS (mean 22.5 ± 4.3) and NCS (–16.5 ± 15.06) was statistically significant, $F(1, 7) = 58.9, p < .001, \eta^2 = .89$.

3.1.3. Results II: How communication systems emerge

Study 1A revealed the existence of two main types of processes underlying the emergence of communication systems.

3.1.3.1. Learning-by-using. The first type of process, which worked for 6 pairs (Pairs 1, 3–6, and 10), can be illustrated by an example. Imagine that a pair is just starting Game 1 and Player A, whose agent is in room X, sees the sign S being produced by Player B, whose agent is in an unknown room. Imagine also that Player A, knowing very little about the environment and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Time to Solution</th>
<th>Minimum Score</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>NCS</th>
<th>CS–NCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>–25</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>–39</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No solution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–7</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>–25</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>–27</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>–16.5</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>46.47</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>13.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CS = communication score; NCS = no-communication score; na = not available.
about Player B’s behavior, does not know how to interpret the sign and, soon after seeing it, haphazardly decides to move into a different room, say, room Y. Now suppose that on entering room Y, Player A finds the partner there. At this point Player A can conclude that the probability that Player B uses sign $S$, given that Player B is in room Y, is greater than zero.\footnote{Although this information does not yet specify what the sign exactly means (Is $S$ part of a larger sign? Is it about location, or about movement? Is it a request, or a statement?), it offers an opportunity: the player can now use sign $S$ and observe what happens. For example, what is the probability that Player B will end up in room Y after Player A uses sign $S$? Players in Pairs 1, 3–6, and 10 converged on the use of signs by simultaneously accumulating much information of this kind via a process that can be termed learning by using.\footnote{It is interesting to notice that the process of learning by using here described in the context of emerging signs shares important similarities with the process of interactive input–output alignment described by Garrod and colleagues in the context of conversations using natural language (Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Pickering, 2004; Pickering & Garrod, in press). In other words, the mechanisms that facilitate convergence onto sign systems when they are crafted anew may not be different in kind from the processes that facilitate convergence on the fine details of how to use linguistic items when selecting them from an inventory well-established within a large population.}}

3.1.3.2. Naming procedures. The second type of process was used by 4 pairs (Pairs 2 and 7–9) and again can be illustrated by an example. Let’s imagine that Players A and B have just won a round of the game and are both in room X. At that point, Player B produces the sign $S$. Player A can draw an easy conclusion: $S$ is likely about what the 2 players share at that moment, for example, the room their agents are in. Moreover, as long as the agents remain in the same room, they can specify further what they mean by a sign through pantomimes performed by the agents. Let’s imagine, for example, that Player B produces the sign $S$ while repeatedly moving the agent against the icon on the floor of the room (agents cannot walk over the icons). Player A is now cued that the sign likely refers to the icon.

Players who relied on naming procedures were well aware of the dynamics of the process and governed it explicitly. In particular, early on in the game, players suspended playing and went around the four rooms together, carefully establishing signs for each room. This procedure, which may be termed a naming tour, dramatically shortened the time for converging onto a communication system, as is evident in Fig. 4.

3.1.4. Results III: The sign systems

Fig. 5 presents the sign systems developed by the pairs during Study 1A.\footnote{There were three main types of sign systems: (a) systems based on numeration; (b) systems based on the icons in the rooms; (c) systems based on the layout of the game map. In what follows each pair’s sign system is illustrated in detail, type by type.}

3.1.4.1. Numeration based. This type of sign system was used by 3 pairs (Pairs 1 and 6–7). Pairs 1 and 7 used signs composed of horizontal lines produced in rapid sequence. The number of lines corresponded to an arbitrary numbering scheme for the rooms. As illustrated in Fig. 5, Pair 1 adopted a counterclockwise numbering scheme beginning on the topmost rightmost
room, and Pair 7 adopted a left-to-right, top-to-bottom numbering scheme. Pair 6 used signs composed of short vertical dashes produced in rapid sequence. As illustrated in Fig. 5, Pair 6 adopted the same left-to-right, top-to-bottom numbering scheme as Pair 7.

3.1.4.2. Icon based. This type of sign system was used by 4 pairs (Pairs 2 and 8–10). As illustrated in Fig. 5, Pair 2 used signs composed of short vertical dashes produced in rapid sequence.
The dashes indicated the number of vertices of the icon in the room: three dashes for the triangle, six dashes for the hexagon, five dashes for the flower-like icon, and one dash for the circle. In what follows the system developed by Pair 2 is referred to as the *icon-vertices system*.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, Pairs 8–10 used signs related to the shape of the icons in the rooms. For example, Pair 8 used two lines at an angle to indicate the triangle room, six horizontal lines produced in rapid sequence to indicate the hexagon room, five squiggles to indicate the flower room, and a few periods of a quasi sine wave to indicate the circle room. In what follows, the systems developed by Pairs 8–10 are referred to as the *icon-shape systems*.

3.1.4.3. Map based. This type of system was used by 2 pairs (Pairs 3 and 4). Pairs 3 and 4 used signs composed of continuous vertical lines (produced by holding the stylus still on the pad). As illustrated in Fig. 5, the longitudinal location of the lines on the communication panel corresponded to the longitudinal location of the agent on the game map. In what follows, the systems developed by Pairs 3 and 4 are referred to as the *longitude systems*. Notice that the signs in this system are ambiguous: They specify the longitude of the agent but not its latitude. Nevertheless, the pairs that used this system were very successful (Fig. 4). The next section explains why.

3.1.5. Results IV: Communication systems integrate information from different sources

One of the processes that Study 1A exposed to observation was the meshing of signs with other kinds of task-relevant information. For example, when players discovered (through the use of the signs illustrated in Fig. 5) that their agents were in adjacent rooms, they almost never used signs to negotiate a meeting room but simply moved the agents one toward the other until they were in the same room. In other words, the behavior of players was an expression of the integration between the information contained in the sign (obtained through the communication medium and explicitly shared by the players), information about current location of the agent (obtained privately and not shared by the players), and information about the environment layout (obtained privately through learning and implicitly shared by the players).

Another kind of information that was integrated into the use of signs was that provided by the passing of time. For most pairs, when a player produced a sign and soon after produced a different sign, the first sign was interpreted as the current location of the player’s agent, the second as the location toward which player intended to move in the near future. In other words, the temporal dimension of the signing behavior was put in correspondence with the temporal dimension of the moves in the game.

Moreover, signs were often integrated into specific behavioral procedures. A good example was the way most players solved double-move scenarios in Game 1 (Box 1). The main problem of the double-move scenario was that, to solve it successfully, players needed to know not only where the partner was but also where to meet each other. As illustrated in Box 2, pairs solved the problem by carefully synchronizing the use of signs with their reciprocal moves to gradually negotiate a successful solution to the scenario.

In other words, not only was the information provided by the signs constantly integrated with other information available to players, but players’ behavior itself adapted to the expressive limits of the sign system.
3.1.6. Discussion

Study 1A provides ground for two general conclusions. The first conclusion concerns the viability of the proposed method for research, and it is that communication systems emerge relatively quickly and reliably in the laboratory. The second conclusion concerns the sign systems developed by the pairs to solve Game 1, and it is that sign systems can originate from very different mappings. In what follows, the two conclusions are discussed in detail.

Box 2. Procedures used by Pairs 1 and 3 to handle the double-move scenario.

(A1,4) Pair 1. (A1) Player A signals being in the circle room by producing three lines; Player B signals being in the flower room by producing one line. Integrating the information received from the partner with knowledge about their current location and about the game map, players realize that they are in a double move scenario and hold their agents still. (A2) Player A produces the sign for the hexagon room (four lines) to propose a meeting point and moves the agent in the direction of the door that leads to the hexagon room. (A3) Player B signals agreement by producing the sign for the hexagon room and moves toward the door that leads there. (A4) Players reach the hexagon room. (B1,4) Pair 3. (B1) Through their signs, players discover that they are on different sides of the map. In such a scenario Player A always takes the initiative, moving the agent toward the side where the partner is. Player B waits for the partner to switch sides. (B2) Player B continues to move toward the partner’s side, Player B waits. (B3) Player A enters the hexagon room and signals the switch of side. Player B, seeing that the partner has changed sides but not seeing the partner in the room, begins moving toward the other room on the right side. (B4) Player B reaches Player A in the hexagon room.
3.1.6.1. Communication systems emerge relatively quickly and reliably. Study 1A demonstrates that human communication systems emerge in a relatively quick and reliable manner in the laboratory (see Section 3.1.2). This conclusion is consistent with the results of recent studies by Healey and colleagues (Healey, Garrod, Fay, Lee, & Oberlander, 2002; Healey, Swoboda, Umata, & Katagiri, 2002), which demonstrated that adults quickly learn to communicate without using language, solving simple communicative tasks exclusively by means of nonverbal graphical interactions. Moreover, these results extend the scope of the results obtained by Healey and colleagues in two regards.

First, participants in Study 1 solved a communication task much more open-ended than the tasks used by Healey and colleagues (Healey, Garrod, et al., 2002; Healey, Swoboda, et al., 2002). Healey and colleagues used tasks such as deciding whether or not two pieces of music participants were listening to independently were the same or not and gave participants the explicit instruction to communicate with each other. In this study, participants were not directly given the task of communicating but were invited to play a video game that required communication as a natural consequence of a more primitive need to coordinate joint actions in the game.

Second, participants in Study 1 used a more restrictive medium than that used by the participants in the studies by Healey and colleagues (Healey, Garrod, et al., 2002; Healey, Swoboda, et al., 2002). Healey and colleagues used standard graphic tablets—essentially the digital equivalent of a whiteboard—with the proscription that the participants avoid using letters or numbers. However, participants in the studies by Healey and colleagues could use other graphic symbols (e.g., the $ symbol for money) and pictorial representations (e.g., drawings of people or animals) and indeed used them frequently. The medium used for this study is much more restrictive: Not only does it systematically prevent the use of any common graphic symbol, but it also prevents the use of most pictorial representations. In other words, the medium offered no opportunities to use signs whose meaning was known to the players prior to the beginning of the game.

3.1.6.2. Sign systems can originate from very different mappings. The minimal requirement for establishing an effective communication system in Game 1 was convergence on two critical dimensions: what to code and how to code. The what-to-code dimension concerns which properties of the task environment are relevant for the communication system, as Section 3.1.4 has illustrated. The how-to-code dimension concerns the kind of mapping (or mappings) by which the selected properties of the task environment are related to properties of the signs. Table 2 describes the how-to-code dimension, organized by pairs.

The table makes evident an important conclusion about sign systems: Signs can code the same task environment in very different ways. For example, for Pairs 3 and 4, what mattered was the relation between the location of the sign on the communication panel and the location of the agents in the environment. For Pairs 1 and 6, what mattered was the relation between the number of units in the sign and the location of the rooms in an abstract numeric grid. For Pair 2, what mattered was the relation between the number of units in the sign and the number of convexities of the room’s icon. In other words, the choices made by the pairs differed dramatically, but the communicative power of the systems did not. In this regard, it is interesting to notice that there is at least one other possibility for successfully coding Game 1’s environment into a sign system. Two pairs that were run in a pilot study (Galantucci et al., 2003) used a map-based system whereby the orientation of the signs on the communication panel related to the rooms’
location on the game map. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the 2 pairs used L-shaped signs whose rotation mapped onto the rooms’ layout.

3.2. Study 1B: The development of communication systems

As anticipated in Section 2.1, the communication systems that emerged in Game 1 offer an interesting opportunity for research. In fact, if a pair that has developed a communication system for Game 1 is faced with the demands of different games, we may observe the pair’s communication system develop to befit the demands of the new games. Study 1B, conducted with 8 of the successful pairs in Study 1A (Pairs 1–4 and 7–10), explored this opportunity via two new games: Games 2 and 3.

3.2.1. Games 2 and 3

3.2.1.1. Game 2. Game 2 preserved the basic elements of Game 1, including the properties of the communication medium, but had a different game logic and was played in a larger virtual environment. In particular, the game was played in an environment of nine rooms that, as shown in Fig. 6A, was an expansion of Game 1’s four-room environment.

One of the nine rooms contained a prey, whose capture was the goal of the game (for a gain of 4 points). Capture required both agents to be in the prey’s room at the same time. On capture,
the prey disappeared and reappeared in a new room, but the agents remained where they were. In other words, differently from Game 1, Game 2 was a continuous game: There were no rounds or other clearcut “loss” events (i.e., there was no reset procedure for the random relocation of the agents). However, a positive performance in the game was not trivial: The score dropped at the rate of 1 point a minute, and each time the agents met in a room in the absence of prey the score dropped 2 points. Under these conditions, the pair increased points reliably only if the rate of the preys’ capture was high enough to compensate for the losses.

3.2.1.2. Game 3. Game 3 was played in an environment of 16 rooms that, as shown in Fig. 6B, was an expansion of Game 2’s 9-room environment. The game had a very similar logic to that of Game 2, the main difference being that the environment contained, in two random locations, two enemies: Enemy A and Enemy B. The enemies behaved in different but symmetric ways: Enemy A attacked Player A’s agent and ignored Player B’s agent, whereas Enemy B did the opposite. When an agent entered a room that contained an inactive enemy, the enemy did not move and nothing happened. When an agent entered a room that contained the active enemy for that agent, the enemy began chasing the agent, causing a steady loss of points for the pair (3 points every minute). The chase was interrupted only when the two agents met each other in the same room, in which case the enemy disappeared and the loss of points returned to the normal rate of 1 point every minute. However, to prevent players from using the drop in score as an indication of the chase (thus bypassing the need for communicating), the extra points lost during a chase were subtracted from the score visible to the players only when the chase was terminated.

3.2.1.3. How Games 2 and 3 increased the need for communication. Games 2 and 3 were expected to increase the need for communication compared to Game 1 in three ways. First, it was expected that the increase in the number of rooms and the consequent need for an efficient
search strategy would require an increase in the complexity of the pairs’ sign systems. Minimally, new signs for the new rooms would need to be developed. Second, it was expected that, if players were to optimize their search time, there would be two new kinds of events in need of coding, namely, the “found prey” event and, for Game 3, the “enemy here” event. Finally, it was expected that the need to avoid the penalty for double occupancy of a room that contained no prey, as well as the need to avoid prolonged chases by the enemies, would foster communication systems that continuously conveyed information about the current location of the agents and/or their intended moves.

3.2.2. Procedure

On completing Study 1A, players were invited to play Game 2, and on solving Game 2, players were invited to play Game 3. Each game was preceded by standard instructions (see Appendix A) and was followed by a separate test session designed to assess the communication system developed by the pair (see Section 3.1.1.1 and Appendix B). Studies 1A and 1B occurred in succession over four experimental periods of 90 min each. Successful completion of one game and the initiation, playing, and possible completion of another game could occur within a session.

3.2.3. Results I: Communication systems develop

A compact summary of performance in Study 1B is provided by Fig. 7.

As illustrated in Fig. 7A, all of the 8 pairs solved Game 2 within 1 hr of playing. The cumulative score in Game 2 never fell much below its initial value, and the mean time for solution was 26.5 ± 12.01 min. As observed by the experimenters, the rapidity of the solutions to Game 2 with respect to Game 1 was due primarily to two related factors. On one side pairs spent much less time in setting up the communication system than they did during Game 1. This was possible because the Game 1 communication system provided a framework within which signs could be constructed and strategies could be selected befitting the communicative challenges of the new game. On the other side, Game 2 revealed itself to be easier than Game 1, allowing a rise in score even in the absence of an efficient communication system (see Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.6 for further details and an explanation).

As illustrated in Fig. 7B, solving Game 3 was harder than solving Game 2. Two pairs (8 and 10) did not solve the game within the allotted time (despite succeeding in Games 1 and 2), and for the successful pairs, the mean time for solution was 68.3 ± 25.1 min. As observed by the experimenters, Game 3 was harder than Game 2 because, although pairs benefited from the communication systems developed in the preceding games, the higher demands of Game 3 required that either an optimal communication system for the tasks at hand be developed or that a suboptimal communication system be integrated with optimal behavior-coordinating procedures (see Section 3.2.6).

Overall, Study 1B clearly indicates that the pairs adapted their communication systems to the needs of the new games. However, as illustrated shortly, signs were not the only part of pairs’ communication systems that underwent development.

3.2.3.1. Overt communication helps, but it is not always crucial. Table 3 provides the measures collected in the test sessions conducted subsequent to the games.
Inspection of the table indicates that communication played a role in solving both games. As for Game 2, all pairs with one exception exhibited a positive difference between CS and NCS, and the overall difference between CS (mean 20.75 ± 6.2) and NCS (mean 6.75 ± 8.21) was statistically significant, $F(1, 7) = 10.89, p = .013, \eta^2 = .61$. However, the difference in effect sizes between Games 1 and 2 suggests that the benefits of the communication medium in Game 2 may have been less than in Game 1. In fact, most pairs were able to collect points in Game 2 without overtly communicating, as indicated by the positive value of

Fig. 7. Score plots for (A) Game 2 and (B) Game 3 (note that the two graphs have different time scales).
the mean NCS for the game. This was because, as observed by the experimenters, most pairs developed silent behavior-coordinating procedures that enhanced the pairs’ efficacy in the search for the prey, but reduced the risk of accidental meetings. These procedures (illustrated in Section 3.2.6) greatly facilitated joint tasks in Game 2 and made overt communication partly redundant. However, by themselves the procedures were far from supporting optimal performance, as indicated by the difference between NCS and CS. In fact, when a player found the prey and could not use the communication medium, the player could only wait for the partner to find the right room.

The role played by overt communication was more evident in Game 3. All pairs but one obtained a positive score in the presence of the communication medium, whereas only 2 pairs managed to avoid a negative score in the absence of the communication medium (Pair 9 had 1 point, Pair 10 had 3 points). In addition, all pairs exhibited a positive difference between CS and NCS, and the overall difference between CS (mean 10 ± 7) and NCS (–2.38 ± 3.04) was statistically significant, $F(1, 7) = 18.98, p = .003, \eta^2 = .73$.

3.2.4. Results II: How sign systems develop

Most pairs developed new signs via the same processes used in Study 1A: Pairs 1 to 4 relied on learning by using, and Pairs 8 and 9 relied on overt naming procedures. Pairs 7 and 10, however, developed their signs via different processes from the ones they used during Study 1A: Pair 7 relied primarily on learning by using, only occasionally resorting to overt naming procedures, and Pair 10 relied primarily on overt naming procedures, only occasionally resorting to learning by using.

3.2.5. Results III: Developing sign systems

Fig. 8 presents the sign systems developed by the pairs for Games 2 and 3.
The rest of the section illustrates the development of the sign systems and is organized according to two overarching observations: (a) Sign systems similar at origin can easily diverge during development, and (b) a sign system can integrate new mappings with old ones. 20

3.2.5.1. Sign systems easily diverge during development. A comparison between the sign systems developed by Pairs 1 and 7 illustrates a first main observation about the development of sign systems: Systems that at the beginning of play are very similar can easily diverge during development. Pairs 1 and 7 ended Study 1A with practically the same sign system. As described in Section 3.1.4.1, both pairs related the number of lines appearing on the communication panel to a numbering scheme for the rooms. However, the pairs developed their sign systems in very different ways during Study 1B. Pair 1 applied the same strategy used for Game 1 throughout the new games. In particular, as Fig. 8 illustrates, the pair kept counting the number of horizontal lines (counting as many as 16 lines in Game 3) and kept using a counterclockwise numbering scheme for the rooms’ layout (beginning on the topmost rightmost room).

The development of Pair 7’s sign system followed a distinctively different route. In Game 2, as a comparison of Figs. 5 and 8 illustrates, Pair 7 left unaltered the relation between the signs...
developed for Game 1 and the rooms in Game 2 marked by the same icons as in Game 1. In other words, as in Game 1, one horizontal line indicated the triangle room, two lines the flower room, three lines the circle room, and four lines the hexagon room. As for the signs for the new rooms, the signs for the star and bird rooms were composed from the Game 1 signs for the rooms above them. In particular, the sign for the room above, three or four lines, was preceded by a vertical line (Fig. 8) that roughly indicated “below-ness” (e.g., the star room was “below circle room”). The signs for the rightmost column were developed anew, again with reference to a numbering scheme. A short horizontal line indicated the uppermost room. Two short horizontal lines indicated the room below. Three horizontal lines indicated the lowest room.

In Game 3, as Fig. 8 illustrates, the signs for the nine rooms in Game 2 remained unaltered, and the pair steadily converged on the method begun in Game 2: New signs were created by composing old signs with new bits, to modify their meaning. Thus, for example, the sign for the leftmost lowest room (Fig. 8) was composed of two vertical dashes, recursively signifying below–below, and three horizontal lines that had been the sign for the circle room in the coding scheme of Game 1. Similarly, the sign for the rightmost, topmost room was composed of a long horizontal line, meaning “over to the right,” and one horizontal dash, the sign for the spade room in Game 2. A comparison between the Game 2 sign for the bird room and the sign for the hash mark room developed during Game 3 further illustrates the compositional nature of the pair’s signs. In fact, for the hash mark room the pair used a sign composed of the vertical line to indicate “below-ness” and the sign for the room above it, four short horizontal lines. In other words, the vertical line was used with a new type of line—the short line type—but preserved its function, that of indicating “below-ness.” Finally, the sign for the rightmost, lowest room was an example of multiple composition. The sign was composed of a horizontal line indicating “over,” a vertical dash indicating “below,” and four horizontal dashes indicating the umbrella room. The sign had a double reading. It could be read either as meaning “below the room above it” or as meaning “over the room to its left.” Player A seemed to prefer the latter reading, producing the vertical dash for “below” first. Player B seemed to prefer the former reading, producing the horizontal line for “over” first. The players easily understood each other’s versions of the sign.

3.2.5.2. Sign systems can integrate new mappings with old ones. A comparison between the sign systems developed by Pair 2 and those developed by Pairs 3 and 4 illustrates a second main observation about the development of sign systems: Depending on circumstances, sign systems can either rely on the repeated exploitation of the same mapping or rely on the integration of old and new mappings.

A first example of a pair that developed the sign system by the repeated exploitation of the same mapping was that of Pair 1, described previously. A second example is provided by Pairs 3 and 4, the pairs that used longitude sign systems. As shown in Fig. 8, during Game 2, Pairs 3 and 4 simply added a third location for the drawing of the line that indicated the longitude: A line in the middle of the communication panel indicated the central column in the 3 × 3 grid of the game map. During Game 3, the line in the middle was drawn slightly to the left to indicate the left-center column in the 4 × 4 grid of the game map and slightly to the right to indicate the right-center column.

Pair 2, on the other side, provides a clear example of integration of different mappings. As described in Section 3.1.4.2, during Game 1, Pair 2 used a sign system whereby the number of
dashes drawn on the communication panel corresponded to the number of vertices of the icons on the floor of the rooms. In Game 2, the mapping could no longer work: Not only were there rooms whose icons had the same number of vertices (e.g., the flower and the star room, see Fig. 6A), but there were icons that were very difficult to describe in terms of number of vertices, including an umbrella, a crown, and a bird. Pair 2 solved part of these problems in the following manner. First, the pair kept the Game 1 signs for the triangle, the circle, and the hexagon rooms. Second, Game 1’s sign for the flower room—five dashes—became the sign for the star room. Pair 2 also converged on the use of a new sign. A short vertical line followed by a long tilde-like horizontal line was used to indicate the umbrella room (Fig. 8). For this sign the pair abandoned the icon–vertices system and adopted the icon–shape system: The sign looks like an umbrella. The players did not converge on the signs for the remaining four rooms. Player B often used the signs in Fig. 8, but Player A never adopted them. Player B’s sign for the flower room was particularly noteworthy. The sign was composed of five dashes and a tilde. The sign followed a precise compositional logic: The five dashes indicated the five extremities of the icon, and the tilde expressed the fact that the extremities were curved. During Game 3, Pair 2 decidedly opted for multiple mappings. The icon–vertices system was extensively used: Eight of the 14 signs on which there was convergence were based on this system. The pair also converged on two signs that used the dashes as well as the tilde: the sign for the flower room developed by Player B during Game 2 and the sign for the leftmost room on the bottom row. The icon–shape system gave rise to the remaining six signs.

3.2.6. Results IV: Efficient communication systems rely on silent behavior-coordinating procedures as well as on signs

A comparison between Pairs 8 and 9 reiterates a point already illustrated previously (see Section 3.1.5): Signs are not the only ingredients of successful behavioral coordination. In Game 2, Pair 8 converged on the signs for 7 rooms out of 9, Pair 9 on 4 signs; in Game 3, Pair 8 converged on the signs for 14 rooms out of 16, Pair 9 on 7 signs (Fig. 8). Moreover, Pair 8 developed a specific sign for the prey in Game 2 and a sign for the chasing enemy in Game 3 (Fig. 8). Clearly, Pair 8 had a more complete and refined sign system than Pair 9. However, the performance of Pair 9 in both games was better than that of Pair 8. As for Game 2, Pair 9 completed it in 14 min, Pair 8 in 45 min. As for Game 3, Pair 9 completed it in 62 min, whereas Pair 8, after 150 min of playing, was still hovering around a zero score, at which point the study was terminated (Fig. 7). Clearly, despite the less developed sign system, Pair 9 was more efficient at playing Games 2 and 3 than Pair 8. How was this possible? The difference between the pairs was primarily a difference in balance between the use of signs and of silent behavior-coordinating procedures. Pair 8 relied heavily on signs; Pair 9 used signs only when they critically enhanced performance in the game (e.g., when a player found the prey) but developed very efficient silent behavior-coordinating procedures. In what follows, two of such silent behavior-coordinating procedures are illustrated in some detail.

The most common silent behavior-coordinating procedure in Games 2 and 3 was one that can be termed the split-search strategy. The strategy minimized the risk of accidental meetings during the search for the prey and is illustrated in Box 3.

Another procedure commonly used during Game 3 was one that most pairs used to handle an enemy attack. If the attack occurred immediately after capture of the prey, the chased player
rarely communicated the location of the attack via signs. The chased player either made the sign for the enemy alone, relying on the fact that the partner knew where the attack had to be taking place, or simply reached the partner’s agent, without communicating at all. Similarly, if the attack happened when the pair had explored most of the rooms, and hence a meeting for capturing the prey was imminent, communication rarely occurred. It was only when the attack happened at a point in the game that was in between these two scenarios that pairs that had a sign for the enemy used it along with signs for location.

In other words, Study 1 B reiterates one of the main results of Study 1A (see Section 3.1.5). Pairs’ solutions to the games did not consist of the mere exchanging of signs, but were multi-level behavioral processes whereby the information received via the communication medium was constantly integrated with other kinds of information and used in behaviorally efficient ways (cf. H. H. Clark, 1996).

3.2.7. Discussion

Study 1B provides ground for two general conclusions. The first conclusion concerns the development of established sign systems, and it is that novel signs are introduced into a sign

Box 3. The split-search strategy.
system in a rather parsimonious way. The second conclusion concerns the forms of the signs used by the pairs in the study, and it is that the forms that best facilitate convergence are perceptually distinct, produced by simple motor sequences, and tolerant of individual variations. In what follows, the two conclusions are discussed in detail.

3.2.7.1. Sign systems develop parsimoniously. Overall, the development of the Game 1 sign systems that took place in Study 1B reflected a simple principle of parsimony: Once a sign system had emerged, new signs were rarely developed that were completely unrelated to the signs already in use. In other words, most pairs maintained, as the basic scaffolding for the development of their communication systems, the system that was generated for solving Game 1. The principle of parsimony can also be thought of as an inertial constraint: The state of a communication system at time \( t_i \) depended on the state of the system at time \( t_{i-n} \). This was true at two time scales. At a short time scale, the sign used by a player at time \( t_i \) was often constrained by the sign the partner used at time \( t_{i-n} \) (cf. Garrod & Pickering, 2004). For example, Player B in Pair 7 converged on some signs because Player A had produced them “before.” At a larger time scale, the communication systems developed by the pairs in the past provide constraints on what could or could not be developed next. For example, in Games 2 and 3 many pairs did not use the signs for locations as a way to avoid bumping into each other. This happened because the signs for location had acquired, in the course of Game 2, a duplex semantic role, meaning not only locations on the map but also, roughly, “Hey, come here, I found the prey” (Fig. 8). Once this duplex role for the sign was established, the location sign could not be used without causing costly false alarms, in which a player mistakenly thought that a prey had been found. Another example comes from Pair 1, which persevered with a system of signs for the rooms that relied on counting the number of lines on the panels. Although it became obvious to the players during Game 3 that the system had become impractical, the pair did not modify it. For this pair, the history of the communication system had heavily constrained its future.

3.2.7.2. Some remarks on the forms of signs. From Fig. 8, it is apparent that most signs are composed of lines or dots; very few signs rely on complicated drawing movements. This pattern makes perfect sense if one assumes that the most important shaping force for sign forms is the ease with which they can be reliably copied (cf. Millikan, 2004). Moreover, the pattern suggests two very basic principles:

a. The forms that best facilitate convergence on a sign are easy to distinguish perceptually and yet are produced by simple motor sequences.

b. The forms that best facilitate convergence on a sign are tolerant of individual variations.

As for (a), it is interesting to note that when forms were easy to distinguish perceptually but not easy to produce (e.g., Pair 9), pair members failed to converge on many signs. At the same time, forms that were easy to produce but did not afford immediate, unambiguous perceptual identification, such as the sine wave form (Fig. 8), were often broadcast redundantly (i.e., more than one period of the sine wave was produced).

As for (b), it is interesting to note that most signs in Fig. 8 are remarkably robust to individual variations. For example, the lines used by Pairs 2 and 7 in Game 1 could have been a bit shorter or a bit longer, more on the right side of the panel or more on the left, with a greater or
lesser slant, thicker or thinner, and so on. The only thing that mattered for the system was how many of them were there. Similarly, the lines used by Pairs 3 and 4 in Game 1 could have been a bit thicker or thinner, more or less close to the sides, fully continuous or with some interruptions, and so on. The only thing that mattered for the sign system was the longitude of the lines, expressed in binary terms (i.e., on the right side versus on the left side).

Notes

1. This problem has been recognized since antiquity, and attempts have been made to overcome it. For example, Herodotus (2444 BP) tells us that the pharaoh Psammetichus (ca. 2600 BP) had two children raised together in severe cultural and linguistic isolation to discover which language they would speak. Similarly cruel experiments were conceived and implemented by Frederick II (700 BP) and by James IV (500 BP).
2. The round was also lost if a player made more than one move.
3. A score of 100 points was practically impossible to reach with a random level performance.
4. Wacom Graphire digitizing pad, 93 mm in height × 127 mm in width, with accuracy of ± 0.25 mm and an operating sampling rate of 50 Hz.
5. Throughout the article a distinction is made between signal, intended as the visual output of the communication medium, and sign, intended as the abstract unit of the communication system.
6. The thickness of the tracings on the communication panel varied, depending on the amount of pressure exerted by the stylus on the digitizing pad (the more the pressure, the thicker the line).
7. Players were recruited via flyers at a university library and were randomly matched in pairs. Once in the study, players were referred to as Player A or Player B by the experimenters and were separately escorted in and out of the building where the study took place.
8. Participants were told that they would receive an additional $2/hr over their $8/hr participation fee if the pair reached the score the experimenter set as the goal for the session. The reward was nominal. At the end of the study all participants were paid at the rate of $10/hr.
9. Player A began to show overt signs of not cooperating. For example, on losing a game Player A would move the agent into the closest reset square, ignoring any attempt of the partner to establish contact. This behavior was accompanied by orienting the face of the agent in the direction opposite to Player B’s agent. Player B interpreted these signs (correctly) as signs of irritation, to the point that Player B overtly lamented that the partner’s personality, or perhaps the partner’s identity, had changed.
10. These pairs managed to obtain a positive score by tacitly adopting consistent moving schemes. For example, Pair 9’s Player A typically moved the agent downward. If the agent was on the lower half of the grid, Player A moved it rightward. If the agent was in the lower right corner, Player A would wait a reasonable time for Player B to move, then moved it upward. In other words, Player A never moved the agent leftward. This sys-
tematic behavior enabled Player B to make sophisticated guesses about which move to make, enhancing the chances of winning the round.

11. Notice that even if Player A does not find the partner in room Y, the player can still gather some information about the partner’s signing behavior, namely that the probability that the partner uses sign S, given that the partner’s agent is either not in room Y or has just moved away from it, is greater than zero.

12. Notice that players were not explicitly aware of the dynamics described here and, most often, proceeded by trial and error.

13. Although they did not lead to successful communication, the signs most often used by Pair 5 are included in Fig. 5 for completeness.

14. As illustrated in Fig. 3C, when players drew a circle they generated a sine-wave-like signal.

15. The longitude systems inherited the key feature of the communication medium: The medium coded the horizontal component, but not the vertical component, of the players’ drawing movements; players coded the horizontal location, but not the vertical location, of the agents on the map.

16. If the chase was interrupted before the end of the first minute, there was no loss of points.

17. As in Study 1A, success in the game was defined by reaching a score of 100 points, starting from an initial score of 50 points.

18. Again defined as reaching a score of 100 points starting from an initial score of 50 points.

19. Only 2 pairs had a negative NCS and one of them, Pair 3, had a negative score because Player B decided not to move, with the explicit intention of limiting the losses to the 5 points lost because of the passing of time.


21. These new signs were not fully stable within the pair. Player B, in fact, had a slightly inconsistent count of the rooms: He coded the lowest room with four lines and the topmost with one. As a consequence, sometimes the middle room was signed with two lines, sometime with three. This confused Player A, who was never sure how to use the signs for the rightmost column. However, the sign system as a whole was efficient for, in the end, the new signs indicated with enough precision the location they were meant to indicate.

22. Pair 2, as illustrated in Section 3.2.5.2, provides an exception to this generalization. The exception is explained by the simple fact that the icon–vertices system developed by the pair for Game 1 could not be successfully used for most of the icons in the new games.
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Appendix A

**Game 1**

- In this experiment you will be playing a video game with a partner. Here is how the game works:
  - You control the movements of an agent on the screen with the four arrow keys (the experimenter reads the instructions while the game is on and makes demonstration moves).
  - To change room, cross one of the doors of the room, and you will get into the adjacent room; if you cross the door back, you come back in the room you were in before.
  - The layout of your environment does not change.
  - Your partner plays in the same environment and moves like you.
  - You always begin the game in different rooms at random, and your goal is to find each other without doing more than one room change per player.
  - If you do two moves, it is an automatic loss.
  - When the two moves are made you either win or lose: If you see four yellow squares at the corners of the room that means that the game is over and the score has been updated.
  - At that point to start a new game both you and your partner have to be in a yellow square either in the same room or in different rooms.
  - You and your partner can use the same yellow square.
The only means of contact you have with the other player is the pad: Whatever you trace on the pad will appear both on your computer screen and on the other player’s screen, and vice versa.

A win is worth 2 points, a loss is –4 points, and every minute you lose a point.

When the game is over you can move around at no additional cost, but time will keep costing points.

You start with 50 points, and the goal for the extra cash is 75 points.

Now you will have 3 min of free play to explore how the agent and the pad work. After this we will restart the game and you will be playing it for real.

Any questions?

Game 2

- Now you will be playing a new game:
- The environment is changed.
- The goal is changed: Now in one of the rooms there is a prey that you have to spot and capture.
- You spot the prey by simply entering its room; to capture it you and your partner must be in that room. The capture is worth 4 points; after capture there is no reset; the prey disappears and reappears in a random room.
- Whenever you and your partner end up in the same room and there is no prey in it you pay a penalty of 2 points.
- Time always costs 1 point a minute.
- Your goal for the extra cash is 75 points.
- Any question?

Game 3

- Now you will be playing a new game:
- The environment is changed.
- The goal is the same as before: Capture the prey (this time the prey is worth 4 points).
- Bumping into each other still costs 2 points, and time costs 1 point a minute.
- There will be two enemies: Enemy A and Enemy B. Enemy A attacks you, and Enemy B attacks your partner. Your enemy will jump on you as soon as you enter its room and will follow you wherever you go. When you are under attack, you lose 3 points a minute (instead of 1), but you will not see the score dropping on the computer screen until you put an end to the attack.
- The attack ends as soon as you and your partner get together in a room (in this case there is no penalty for the meeting).
- You start at 50 points, and your goal for the extra cash is 75 points.
- Any questions?
Appendix B

Game 1

- Suppose that you are not able to participate in the next session of the game and decide to have a friend of yours take your place in the game. Please describe in detail all that your friend will need to know to play the game as you would play it yourself.
- Please describe how you (black circle) and your partner (white circle) would go about solving the following two scenarios:

![Diagram](image)

- Please describe the meaning of each of the signs you and your partner use and how that particular meaning has been established.

Game 2

- Suppose that you are not able to participate in the next session of the game and decide to have a friend of yours take your place in the game. Please describe in detail all that your friend will need to know to play the game as you would play it yourself.
- Please describe
  - how you and your partner manage to not bump into each other
  - how you manage to get your partner in the room where you have found the prey
  - how your partner manages to get you in the same room where he or she has found the prey
- Please describe the meaning of each of the signs you and your partner use and how that particular meaning has been established.

Game 3

- Suppose that you are not able to participate in the next session of the game and decide to have a friend of yours take your place in the game. Please describe in detail all that your friend will need to know to play the game as you would play it yourself.
- Please describe
  - how you and your partner manage to not bump into each other
  - how you manage to get your partner in the room where you have found the prey
• how your partner manages to get you in the same room where he or she has found the prey
• how you handle an enemy attack on you
• how you handle an enemy attack on your partner
• Please describe the meaning of each of the signs you and your partner use and how that particular meaning has been established (focus on the changes between the communication procedures you had in Game 1 and Game 2 and the communication procedure you have now).